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2.  Giving our child a unique opportunity. 
 
Dear _________________, 
 

Our family has been given a unique opportunity to offer our child a 
healing environment.  This opportunity will have lasting effects on 
generations to come.  Our child lost his most important first relationship 
which impacts his abilities for future, healthy relationships.  Our goal is to 
rebuild his ability to make healthy connections.  We will model, mirror, 
reframe, identify, and supply healthy relationships. 

We wish we could prevent relationship problems from developing with 
all children in the world.  Attachment parenting is such a benefit for both 
parent and child.  Unfortunately, not all parents make the time, invest the 
energy, focus on their child’s best interest, or are emotionally available for 
their child.  We have the opportunity to repair these missed connections. 

We take into consideration the past trauma, present behaviors, and 
future goals.  We must constantly weigh all decisions, interventions, and 
emotional reactions.  We need to be proactive not reactive.  Therefore, we 
must be deeply aware of our emotions at all times.  Self-control, with loving 
emotions, must be conveyed to our child even with the chaotic behaviors. 

Sometimes, people have implied that nothing is worth this much 
trouble.  To us, our child is worth every effort that it takes for him to make 
progress.  In some cases his success may be limited, but progress is 
progress.  His emotional turmoil will be like a roller coaster ride.  Over time, 
the peaks will be less steep and the level areas will be longer.  As parents, we 
must not ride with him.  We are his emotional coaches, his supporting team, 
the ones who have confidence in his abilities, he can succeed.   

We are asking you to be part of the cheering crowd.  Please support 
his successes and be empathetic for the setbacks.  We all are praying that 
his ride will be short and that we can sustain though the process.   

Thanks for being there for us.  John Gottman’ s Raising an emotionally 
intelligent child is a good resource for understanding this attitude. 

 
Thanks for being there for us. 

 
______________________ 

 


